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HELLO!

•Licensed to practice law in five 
states (PA, NJ, MA, CA, AK)

•Practicing law for ten years

•Began career in lower 48 in 
private practice

•Moved to Alaska in 2016

•2.5 years at Department of Law –
Assistant Attorney General

•5 months as Regulatory & Legal 
Affairs Managers at AOGA

•Special Assistant for DNR 
Commissioner
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MEET THE COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

Commissioner
Corri  Feige

Deputy Commissioner 
Sara Longan

Deputy Commissioner 
Brent Goodrum

Special Assistant
Peter Caltagirone

Communications & Project Assistant
Laura Ogan

Communications Director
Dan Saddler 3



MEET THE COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

Executive Assistant
MaryKay Ryckman

Administrative Assistant
Ashely Spielman
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our amazing admin! Be sure to thank your admin professionals for all the hard work they do. 



DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
- LAND BASE & OWNERSHIP -

Land Base
• 586,412 sq. miles―more than twice the size of 

Texas
• Larger than all but 18 sovereign nations 
• More coastline than all other 49 states combined
• More than 3 million lakes; half of world’s glaciers 
• Approximately 40% of the nation’s freshwater 

supply 

Land Ownership
• Federal Land: more than 200 million acres
• State Land: Approx. 100 million acres of 

uplands, 60 million acres of tidelands, shore 
lands, and submerged lands, and 40,000 miles 
of coastline

• Native Corporation Land: 44 million acres

Native

State

Federal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less than 1% of Alaska is private land.



DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
LAND LIFE CYCLE

Secure lands and 
access from Federal 

Government.

Identify minerals and 
oil and gas 

prospectivity via Best 
Interest Findings.

Lease lands for 
exploration and 

development.

Permit programs to 
ensure conservation 

of resources and 
protection of state’s 
lands and interests.

Manage production 
units and mines to 

protect state’s royalty 
interests.

Approve and monitor 
reclamation and 

closure operation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DNR’s mission is to develop, conserve and maximize the use of Alaska’s natural resources consistent with the public interest.90 % of state lands are open for development unless the mineral estate is otherwise closed for entry. (e.g. Parks, Pipeline easement, etc…)DNR has primary responsibility for DR&R.



OFFICE OF PROJECT
MANAGEMENT & PERMITTING

Mission: Coordinates multi-agency regulatory reviews and authorizations, while collaboratively 
engaging federal agencies on land use planning and policy initiatives to maintain and enhance the 

state’s economy, quality of life, and maximize the value of Alaska’s vast natural resources.
Executive Director: Faith Martineau

The Office of Project Management & 
Permitting (OPMP) supports private 
industry, regulators, and the general public by 
implementing one-stop shop, multi-agency 
permit coordination to secure consistent, 
defensible, transparent, and timely permit 
decisions.

This model is unique to Alaska and offers a 
level of assurance to companies investing in 
Alaska that permit reviews are robust and 
transparent. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeps Alaska business competitive.OPMP is a reimbursable service.



FEDERAL PROCESSES CAN DRIVE
-TIMELINES / NEPA -

EIS Federal State Local 

Notice of Intent

Scoping

Draft EIS

Final EIS

DEC Integrated 
Waste Management

USACE – Wetlands

E.O. 13175
Tribal Consultation

USFWS/NMFS
Endangered Species Act 

Consultation

NMFS
EFH Assessment

ADEC Waste Management, 
Air Quality, Water Quality

City 
Plan

Borough Plan

Tribal Village Plan

USFS – Plan of 
Operations

DNR Plan of 
Operations/Development

DFG
Fish Habitat Permits

Record
of

Decision

Federal 
Authorizations & 

Approvals

State
Authorizations & 

Approvals

Local 
Consistency & 

Approvals

MULTIPLE PERMITTING/APPROVAL PROCESSES RUN IN PARALLEL

DNR Financial Assurances
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DIVISION OF GEOLOGICAL & 
GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Mission: Determine the potential of Alaska land for production of metals, minerals, fuels, and 
geothermal resources; the locations and supplies of groundwater and construction material; and 

the potential geologic hazards to buildings, roads, bridges, and other installations.
Director: Steven Masterman

The Division of Geological & 
Geophysical Surveys (DGGS)
collects, analyzes, and publishes 
data, maps and reports that 
stimulate oil, gas and mineral 
development, and identify 
geologic hazards. 

The division’s Geologic 
Materials Center (GMC) makes 
Alaska’s  invaluable collection of 
cores, samples, and data available 
to developers and the public.9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIDAR – the Division acquired a small LIDAR instrument in 2018, and flew 4 surveys. Over areas with geologic hazards in Haines, Sitka, Thompson Pass, and on the North Slope. The instrument can fit on a fixed wing, rotary wing or drone aircraft. (if the committee asks acquisition costs are 10-50% of industry costs, and these surveys paid for the unit)North Slope petroleum geology – DGGS petroleum geologists conducted 4 weeks of field work as preliminary mapping and stratigraphic studies in Brookian (Nanushuk and Torok) formations in the North Slope Foothills. In addition, field studies were conducted along with the USGS in ANWR, and led a 2-day field tour of important Brookian outcrops.GMC visits – GMC visits increased 12% from 2017 to 1,358 visitors in 2018. This is a four-fold increase from the old materials center, and more than the USGS core facility in Denver, CO. The majority of users represent the oil and gas industry and paid particular attention to Nanushuk and Torok cores at the facility. North Slope sand and gravel – DGGS began an assessment of sand and gravel resources in a portion of the NPRA, and state lands west of the Dalton Highway, as part of the ASTAR project. 2018 work was desk top and preparatory to 2019 Flood and erosion monitoring sites – In 2018 DGGS staff installed additional water monitoring equipment, and updates to the State Hazard Mitigation Plan, 3 Tsunami inundation maps and reports, community-based monitoring for flooding, erosion, and avalanche hazards, installation of ground water monitoring wells, publication of hazards outreach materials, building capacity for operational storm forecasting, LIDAR collection and public distribution, real-time weather and water level data distribution.Geologic mapping in Richardson and Tanacross areas – DGGS minerals geologists conducted 8 weeks of geologic mapping between the two areas that are highly prospective for gold (Richardson) and copper-gold-molybdenum deposits (Tanacross). These latter deposits are also enriched in rhenium, a critical mineral. Core workshop and field tour – DGGS led a two-day field tour for Oil Search petroleum geologists of outcrops on the North Slope pertinent to their Pikka project, and also conducted a multi-day core workshop for industry geologists at the Geologic Materials Center on the Nanushuk and Torok Formations, which host the Pikka and Willow oil fields. In 2019, the Division plans to … Publish results from airborne geophysical surveys over the Porcupine River area (USGS-funded)  Begin geologic mapping and geophysical surveys as part of the new 3DEEP critical minerals projectConduct geologic mapping of Nanushuk and Torok Formation on the North Slope foothills and in the ANWR 1002 areaConduct a 2-day Brookian field tour for oil industry geologistsContinue publishing flood hazard maps and flood forecast products for Alaska communities, begin publishing avalanche hazard mapsConduct drilling for sand and gravel resources in support of ASTARPublish new geologic maps in the Tyonek, Styx River, Wrangellia (Denali Hwy), and Alaska Highway Corridor areasBegin upgrading Alaska’s volcano monitoring equipment



GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS CENTER

• Approx. 3000 samples and core 
worth $35 Billion, all open to the 
public.

• Critical for exploration.
• Modern and sophisticated analysis 

of archived samples. 
• Provides baseline geological data 

and access to samples.

The Geological Materials Center 
(GMC) is the central repository in 
which geologic materials collected 
from Alaska are cataloged, stored, 
and studied. 

It’s permanently maintained and 
managed by the State of Alaska with 
support from cooperating 
government agencies that include the 
USBLM, USGS, USBOEM, AOGCC and 
private industry.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GMC can be considered the display case for Alaska’s mineral wealth!Samples from 3000 wells. Approximately value of the samples is $35 Billion. 



MENTAL HEALTH TRUST LAND OFFICE

Mission: Protect and enhance the value of Alaska Mental Health Trust Lands, including minerals, 
coal, oil and gas, timber, and real estate, while maximizing revenues from those lands over time to 

support mental health services.
Executive Director: Wyn Menefee

The Trust Land Office (TLO) is 
responsible for managing the land and 
other natural resources owned by the 
Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority. 

The TLO generates revenue for trust 
beneficiaries from land sales and 
leasing, real estate investment and 
development, timber sales, mineral, 
coal, oil and gas exploration and 
development, and sand gravel and 
rock sales. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TLO land is managed exclusively for their beneficiaries and is considered “private lands”The TLO is one way of many ways that DNR supports Alaskan’sPicture: Ketchikan 



DIVISION OF MINING, LAND & WATER

Mission: Provides for the appropriate use and management of Alaska’s state owned land and water, 
aiming towards maximum use consistent with the public interest.

Director: Marty Parsons

The Division of Mining, Land & 
Water (DMLW) manages more 
than 160 million acres – a land 
base comparable in size to 
California and most of Oregon 
combined. 

The division’s responsibilities 
range from land acquisition and 
land-use planning to land sales, 
permitting, and stewardship.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alaska is still owed 5.3 million acres from the FedsYou can think of MLW as BLM on steroids….Picture: Ice Road Construction



DIVISION OF FORESTRY
Mission: Serves Alaskans through sustainable forest management and wildland fire protection.

Director: Chris Maisch

The Division of Forestry (DOF) is the lead 
state agency for wildland fire management on 
150 million acres with a primary goal to protect 
life & property.
DOF manages 47 million acres of forest for 
commercial timber sales and public use. 

In 2018, the division …

• Responded to 203 fires in state protection 
areas that burned 46,036 acres 

• Sold 7.9 million board feet of logs in 22 
timber sales to 15 Alaska-based companies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fire Program Notes:CY2016 was a lower year for both number of fires and acreageIn contrast, CY2015 was our second worst in terms of acreage burned (5.1 million acres) with a record number of fires 766Cost to date for CY16 fires is approximately $26.2 million in UGF, in  CY15 fire costs were $103.4 million in UGF!Forest Management ProgramDue to budget reductions and legal challenges/appeals to our southeast timber sale program, volume sold is down considerably.  Our ten year average of volume sold is 23.2 million board feet in 62 salesVolume sold this year is off by 2/3 from our long-term average and number of sales is down by more than halfExamples of sales – Fairbanks, Delta, and Tok, Haines (contract still pending), Prince of Wales (very small)



DIVISION OF PARKS
& OUTDOOR RECREATION

Mission: Provides outdoor recreation opportunities and conserves and interprets natural, cultural, 
and historic resources for the use, enjoyment, and welfare of the people.

Director: Ricky Gease

The Division of Parks and Outdoor 
Recreation (DPOR) fosters economic 
development by operating and providing 
public safety in the largest state park 
system in the United States (3.3 million 
acres), including more than 159 park 
units and 900 miles of hiking trails. 

The division administers federal 
recreational trail grants and oversees the 
statewide programs for boating safety 
and historic preservation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As summer time is upon us, it’s important to think about boating safety. The Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation has it’s Boating Safety Office that’s credited for saving 36 lives with the “ Kids Don’t Float” program!ALASKA’S BOATING FATALITIES ARE PRIMARILY COLD WATER RELATED DROWNINGS9 of 10 were not wearing a life jacket, or disappeared during the accident5 of 6 followed a capsize, swamping, ejection, or fall overboard into Alaska’s cold water9 of 10 were adult males9 of 10 were boats under 26 feet in length3 of 4 were powerboatsPledgetolive.org is a boaters resource



SPRUCE BEETLES

• Two campgrounds in Denali 
State Park are closed due to 
Spruce Bark Beetle Infestation:
o Byers Lake & Trail
o Nancy Lake
o Cascade Trail
o parks are still open for day 

use

• Forestry received approval for 
Federal Funds to cut down and 
remove affected trees to reduce 
hazards to more than 100 
campsites and the two affected 
campgrounds. 

• Approx. 1 million acres in Alaska 
are affected by Spruce Beetles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The campgrounds will open once the hazardous trees are removed. The Division of Forestry and Parks & Outdoor Recreation are collaborating in their efforts to fight the infestation. Spruce beetle outbreaks can occur for 10 yearsAvoid beetles by avoiding pruning trees until mid to late summer, fresh sap can attract beetles.If you cut down an infected tree, de-bark it before stacking.The infestation is not due to climate change. Beetles can fly and also be carried on people and animals.They only way of prevention of beetles overtaking a tree is spray, the cost of spraying is a few hundred dollars, removing a big tree can range from $600 to over $1000 that grinds the stump and mends the landscape. Spraying last two years. Keeping dead trees is a fire risk.



DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE

Mission: Promote and encourage development of an agriculture industry in Alaska.
Director: David W. Schade

The Division of Agriculture 
(DoAg) provides land sales, loans, 
inspections, the Alaska Grown 
program and other essential 
programs to the agricultural 
industry.
The division’s Plant Materials 
Center (PMC)  provides the sole 
source of plant material developed 
for Alaska’s unique environment 
protecting Alaska’s natural 
resources from invasive species. 16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alaska Grown:Gets our Alaska produce into large stores.Elodea: Coordinated effort between Div. of Ag and ADF&G. Fighting Elodea also has the benefit of killing off invasive Pike.Anderson Lake closure.



DIVISION OF OIL & GAS

Mission: Manages lands for oil, gas & geothermal exploration and development in a fair and 
transparent manner to maximize prudent use of resources for the greatest benefit of all Alaskans; 

facilitates safe and environmentally conscious operation & maintenance of common carrier 
pipelines.

Director: Jim Beckham (Acting)

The Division of Oil and Gas (DOG)
conducts lease sales, collects royalties, 
authorizes oil and gas activities, and 
regulates common-carrier pipelines on 
state land.

DOG provides commercial analysis, 
economic modeling, financial risk 
assessments, audits, and other 
professional services to ensure the 
State receives maximum value for its 
oil and gas resources. 
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OPEN FOR BUSINESS

“… The road to energy dominance goes 
through the great state of Alaska …”

-Ryan Zinke, Former US Secretary of  Interior

• Established oil-field service 
companies

• Well-trained Arctic-
experienced workforce   

• Alaska is a premier petroleum province

• Safe investment climate

• Stable business environment

• Established and predictable permitting system

• Decades of experience with oil, gas, and 
natural resource producers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alaska is its own province in resourcesThe North Slope is what we consider a Super Basin



Cook Inlet
USGS estimates that significant 
undiscovered volumes of 
hydrocarbons remain to be found 
in the Cook Inlet: 
o 19 trillion cubic feet of natural 

gas 
o 600 million barrels of oil
o 46 million barrels of natural gas 

liquids

North Slope 
USGS estimates that Alaska’s North Slope has 
more oil than any other Arctic basin
o OIL: Est. 40 billion barrels of 

conventional oil 

o GAS: Est. 194 trillion cubic feet of 
conventional natural gas 

Alaska has world-class unconventional 
resources, including tens of billions of 
barrels of heavy oil, shale oil, and viscous 
oil, and hundreds of trillions of cubic feet 
of shale gas, tight gas, and gas hydrates

OIL & GAS RESOURCES POTENTIAL

Alaska is one of the few places to explore both conventional 
and unconventional resources in the same basin 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Audience about who was present when:Prudhoe Bay was discovered?Pipeline was completed?Cook Inlet Swanson River was discovered?The estimated 40BB includes~16 BB onshore on state and federal land (including ANWR, NPR-A) ~24 BB in Chukchi and Beaufort that are now withdrawn or not available for leasing under the current 5-year plan.The area of the Beaufort still under consideration for future leasing is the most promising part, likely capturing a disproportionate share of the potentially discoverable and commercially producible resources120 million barrels of Heavy / Viscous Oil.The latest Cook Inlet oil and gas assessment was published by USGS in 2011.
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Arctic Alaska Oil + NGL
36 Billion Barrels

after USGS, 2008

Arctic 
Alaska,

27%

W. Siberian 
Basin, 18%

E. Greenland 
Rift Basin, 13%

GLOBAL ARCTIC OIL ESTIMATES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the results of the United States Geological Survey research on undiscovered oil estimates.Orient crowd to map:This is a map the Arctic.  The center of the map represents a view looking down on the North Pole.Alaska border is the faint blue line.The green shaded regions represent petroleum basins.With 36 billion barrels, Alaska has 27% of the estimated undiscovered oil resources.The three Russian basins (yellow circles):  West Siberia, East Barents and the Yenisey-Khatanga have about the same volume of oil as Alaska.



21after USGS, 2008

Arctic Alaska Gas 
220 TCF Conventional

Arctic 
Alaska,

13%

West Siberian 
Basin, 39%

E. Barents
Basin, 19%

GLOBAL ARCTIC GAS ESTIMATES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the 2008 results of the United States Geological Survey on undiscovered conventional gas estimates.Once again, this is a map of the North Pole (center), Alaska (black circle), Greenland (white landmass) and Russia.The red shaded areas represent petroleum basins.With approximately 220 trillion cubic feet,  you can see that Alaska ranks amongst the largest gas basins in the world.Such as the key Russian provinces:  East Barents, West Siberia and the Yenisey-Khatanga.



Anchorage

NPRA
ANWR

Fairbanks

Prudhoe Bay

SOUTHERN ALASKA OIL AND GAS
- ANNUAL AREAWIDE LEASE SALES -

Cook Inlet basin 

Alaska Peninsula & 
North Aleutian basin
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In spite of long history of exploration and production, basin is under-exploredMuch potential remainsTo date all exploration has been aimed at structural traps.Much technical work has been done on structural traps in the basin, but the majority of this information is propriety – not in public realmLittle if any work has been done on other play types, such as stratigraphic traps. Strat traps are the focus of our Cook Inlet Program



OIL & GAS OUTLOOK
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2018 Fall Lease Sale brought the 3rd highest amount of winning bids since 1998

Total Leased 
Acres: 243,950

Highest Bid Per 
Acre: $586.00

Total Bonus Bid: 
$29,234,028.10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over 50% of State in Central NS acreage is under lease & exploration activity is UP!Tract receiving highest bid was REPSOL on exciting exploration acreage between KRU & Pikka (Green Blocks) – highest bid per acre in Alaska’s history.Some of these sales and new exploration is related to the Nanushuk formation which is arguably a positive result from SB21.THE NEXT lease sale will take place December 11 at the Dena’ina Center. This will also coincide with BLM’s lease sale (ANWR).



STATE OF ALASKA
- ROYALTY RATE-
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NORTH SLOPE
-CURRENT ACTIVITIES-
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
www.dnr.Alaska.goEach bubble is essentially the various units / areas of exploration texting out to the world what’s happening. Updated by DOG regularly. 



Note: 1.2 TCF additional mean resource assessed in OCS waters (BOEM, 2011)

COOK INLET OIL AND GAS
- UNDISCOVERED RESOURCES (USGS) -

Undiscovered, Technically 
Recoverable Oil and Gas

• Mean conventional oil 599 MMBO
• 372 MMBO in Tertiary Ss play

• Mean Conventional gas 13.7 TCF
• 12.2 TCF in Tertiary Ss play
• 1.5 in Mesozoic Ss play

• Mean unconventional gas 5.3 TCF
• 0.6 TCF Mesozoic tight ss play
• 4.7 TCF tertiary Coalbed play
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COOK INLET ACTIVITIES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amaroq Resources – Working the Nicolai Ck Unit & developing new exploration targetsFurie continues to work the Kitchen Lights Unit, developing new exploration targetsBlueCrest is continuing to drill and develop the Cosmopolitan Unit from the Hansen pad onshore with extremely technical long reach wells  Hilcorp – Undertaking extensive drilling onshore and working from the Monopod platform in Trading Bay unit to reestablish unit production



OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Upcoming Fall Lease Sale
North Slope, Beaufort Sea, Foothills, and SALSA

Sale Date: December 11, 2019

Offering three SALSA blocks

More Information on SALSA Block data and 
North Slope data at: 

dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Library/SALSA

Planned joint lease sales with BLM’s 
NPR-A and ANWR sale

Spring Cook Inlet 
Lease Sale Results:

Received 3 bids encompassing 10,286 acres 
awarded to Hilcorp Alaska

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Received approximately $190,350 in bonus bids 



SALSA AREAS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Special Alaska Lease Sale Areas”Comes with a data package compiled from federal and state sources. Seismic has to be purchased, but otherwise is publicly available data in one place.Goal: fast-track exploration.



GROWING ALASKA: INFRASTRUCTURE

• One of the primary challenges in 
producing resources in our state 
its vast size.

• Arctic resource development is 
especially dependent on 
infrastructure for spill response, 
mobilization, sealifts, etc. 

• Lower the cost of energy, basic 
goods, & utilities across the NS

• Improve infrastructure to 
provide community security and 
improve public safety

Arctic Strategic Transportation and Resources - ASTAR

• Enhancing access to create opportunities 
to strengthen cultural exchange and 
community connectivity 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driven by OPMP.Thus far, goals of ASTAR have been dictated by the communities the infrastructure would serve, not industry. Industry will no doubt be an indirect beneficiary.



DNR RESOURCES

DNR is a one-stop shop for investors & operators 
seeking to develop natural resources in Alaska

• DNR/ Division of Oil and Gas (DOG) 
holds lease sales twice annually

• North Slope exploration season takes 
place in winter to minimize tundra 
impacts as authorized by Division of 
Mining Land and Water (DMLW)

• DNR Office of Project Management and 
Permitting (OPMP) assists companies 
navigating the federal and state 
permitting process

• Division of Geologic and Geophysical 
Surveys (DGGS) provides seismic 
and geological data, available to the 
public, across the state 

• The State Pipeline Coordinator 
(SPC) will provide all necessary 
assistance to permit pipelines to 
carry product 
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THANK YOU!
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